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About This Game

Royal Adventure is a turn-based role-playing game, which will be appreciated by fans of the good old-school RPG classics.

The village of Midgard, lost in the remote outskirts of civilization, holds many secrets. Deep beneath the village is the
mysterious Dungeon, within which hordes of monsters dwell. And during each lunar eclipse, the Dungeon forces the evil powers

to rise to the surface.

The outcome of the battle depends on the hero, who will become a shield between the human race and the inhabitants of the
world of the dead. He will have to descend into the depths of the Dungeon to challenge the darkness that reigns there.

This time around, it’s you - a brave and valiant knight - who will become the Guardian of Midgard. What kind of friends will
you meet on your way? Who will rise with you shoulder to shoulder against the forces of evil? Who will walk with you all the

way to the end - from the blossoming hill of Midgard to the dark heart of the Dungeon?

In the beginning of the game, you will plunge into a turn-based tactical battle, where every decision you make determines
whether you achieve a resounding victory or a crushing defeat.

Features:
● Classic set of heroes (warrior, bowman, etc.), each with their own characteristics;

● Huge opportunities for development of each character with 10 characteristics;
● More than 150 types of equipment with unique magical characteristics;

● Dozens of various quests that take place over 50 unique levels of the Dark Forest and Dungeon;
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● 12 types of scrolls and potions for each scenario;
● 10 types of monsters, each with their own unique behavior and characteristics.
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Title: Royal Adventure
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Qumaron
Publisher:
Qumaron
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/10

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core CPU or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics or higher

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 512 MB available space

Sound Card: 16-bit sound card

Additional Notes: Mouse, Keyboard

English,Russian
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very good ship graphics and controls

clear and concise game manual

plays well even if you simply choose to stay on the strategy map

plays even better if you choose to go to ship level combat

no crashes or problems on windows 7 64 bit

if you like naval wargames with a bit of charm and plenty of historical accuracy then get this

. while usully i like these games and have nothing to complain about.
I bought this game almost 3 weeks ago and cant finishs it because one of the HO scenes called "Elegant Crank"
has a bug where 1 piece is missing.
so far i have seen no reply from the dev's about it getting fix. I'm so happy to find this on Steam!

I've had ISO images of the original CDs for years, but of course they don't work in Windows anymore. However, this Steam
version works perfectly fine in full-screen on Windows 10 1903 running on all current hardware. No sound or visual glitches
whatsoever. It's well worth the $6 I paid.

Now it's time to go experience the stories of the Lexington, Jericho, and Persephone all over again!. Not very pretty on the
outside, but make no mistake, this game is a labor of love.

♥♥♥♥/10. I would recommend if it was on sale since it won\u2019t take very long for you to finish the game. If you like tribal
games and are into the zodiac, then this is the game for you.. Cool, very similar to VRC Pro, but only one short track here, so
not worth picking up unless if you do season pass imo.. Man, this game was bad at the time, and it still bad!. It's an 'okay' casual
game.. Fantastic game with excellent atmosphere. Some people don't and won't like it, but don't let that stop you. If this game
appeals to your curiousity even a fraction, go for it. It's something different and captures some of the otherwordliness that
Lovecraft puts across. Well done to the development team at AlphaWaves.
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Absolutely Amazing.. Good story, good concept but the lack of quality animations for the "main character" and the dog ruined it
for me. It turned out better than I thought that I have to sit around and wait for events to happen, was like a interactive "movie"
but like I say the character work should have been much better.. This game is harder then dota 2 rank. ten/ten would smash the
skip key again
. I am rubber, you are glue
 YOU WILL LOVE THIS GREAT GAME TOO! . Not a game, it's only an "Interactive" Story.
but still, the Story is Heartwarming, Touching, and really represents the situation of when parents aren't home.
The Artwork is Very Nice, The Background Music is also Good.
The combination of all of the aspects makes this "Game" really good.

I'm gonna give it 9.8/10

I'm definitely gonna buy the Deluxe Edition... it's worth the money... :>. Very Nice. Lots of content. Only problem : Movement
is a bit clunky.
. glitchy and poorly thought out game play, dont waste your money. I bought the game just based on the name alone. Wasn't too
sure what I was getting into. This is the best mistake I have ever made.
Relive the day of the "big race" and get to the egg before someone else does!
This game is a great little game. Get it
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